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Kevin:Kevin: First phrasal verb, show off. So, in the book, the author talks a

lot about showing off, ego, and how we want to gain recognition

without working for it. People like to show off a lot. And Cara... it’s

Cara, right, or Cæra?

Cara:Cara: You can say it the American way, it doesn’t matter.

Kevin:Kevin: Cæra…

Cara:Cara: Yes.

Kevin:Kevin: Cara, why do you think people like to show off? What do

you think is their intentions behind showing off?

Cara:Cara: Ooh, yeah, good question. Some people even get accused of

being a show-off like it’s in nature to show off. It can be a noun.

Yeah, I guess to get attention. Sometimes, what’s behind that is

something sadder because it could just be the person feels

inadequate, and they feel that the only way to get attention, to get

recognition—which is what we all want, isn’t it?—the only way to do

that is to show off, is to make themselves visible, seen, heard, even if

other people actually end up thinking of it negatively...you’re a

show-off, that’s a bad thing. You’re supposed to be, I don’t know,

discreet and not showy or flashy.

Kevin:Kevin: So, when do you think it’s appropriate to show off? Are there

times when you think it’s okay to show off?

Cara:Cara: Maybe if it’s an event where you’re the center of the attention.

So I don’t know. If it’s your birthday, you could show off or your

wedding day or some kind of big event that’s centered around you. I
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think it’s okay in those circumstances.

Kevin:Kevin: Sure! Do you ever show off, Cara?

Cara:Cara: I don’t think so.

Kevin:Kevin: Okay.

Cara:Cara: I’d like to think I don’t, but I think you have to ask people who

know me better.

Kevin:Kevin: Yeah, maybe we subconsciously show off more than we

know.

Cara:Cara: Yeah, true, very true.

__________________________

1. What does show off mean? Show something off. Or to showWhat does show off mean? Show something off. Or to show
off.off.

2. Why does Cara think people show off? Why does Cara think people show off? 
3. Why do think people like to show off? Why do think people like to show off? 
4. What are you proud of that you would like to show off? What are you proud of that you would like to show off? 

__________________________

The next one here, I talk a lot about failing forward in my podcast—

making mistakes, learning from mistakes. In the book, Ryan Holiday

talks about this too. He says when you do your best and things still

don’t work out, you should just keep moving forward and find better

ways to do that same thing—so learning from mistakes. 

Cara, as an experienced teacher, what are your thoughts on dealing

with situations when things don’t just work out? Are there some

strategies or tools that you use to get through these disappointing

times when things don’t work out the way that you want them to?

Cara:Cara: Ooh, that’s a good question. It is always disappointing when

things don’t work out. And we know that we’re supposed to learn

from the situation, not see it as a failure and move on.



But I think the first thing to do when something doesn’t work out
and you’re disappointed, you’re upset, is just to feel sad for what

happened. But then, after, don’t blame yourself or don’t feel bad

about yourself. Take a step back and take a look at what happened

and analyze it a bit and work out why it didn't work out. There may

well be some reasons, some things.

It could be to do with things you did or didn’t do, but it could also be

to do with circumstances or all sorts of things.

But I think you need to take the time when things don’t work out just

to feel a bit sad, feel a bit disappointed, and then start analyzing it

and learning from it after that.

Kevin:Kevin: Yeah, cool! So, working out why things didn’t work out, that is

a very masterful way to use phrasal verbs there, very cool!

Cara:Cara: Thank you very much.

__________________________________________

1. What does work out, in this case, mean?What does work out, in this case, mean?
2. How does Cara deal with things when they don't work out?How does Cara deal with things when they don't work out?

What's her strategy for dealing with failure?What's her strategy for dealing with failure?
3. How do you deal with failure? Or how would you like to dealHow do you deal with failure? Or how would you like to deal

with failure?with failure?
4. Why is it masterful when Cara says she works out thingsWhy is it masterful when Cara says she works out things

when they don't work out? Why is this a masterful way ofwhen they don't work out? Why is this a masterful way of
using phrasal verbs?using phrasal verbs?


